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We seek to live according to a new story of self and cosmos. We believe that the
human being and the universe are both expressions of an Evolving LoveIntelligence.
Therefore, the nature of the human is to embody and express the evolution of love itself.
The Universe is not simply a fact or event; it is a story. It is not an arbitrary or
meaningless story. It is a love story. It has direction and is driven by an underlying force. The
universe is a story about the evolution of love. It is a story in which love emerges into evernew and higher forms.
Reality at all levels is animated and driven by a force that can be called evolutionary
love, or Eros. This force moves all of reality towards ever-greater contact and wholeness.
Reality evolves toward ever higher and more complex forms of interconnectivity. The
interior experience of this interconnectivity is intimacy. The true nature of reality is thus a
profound and growing intimacy among all beings.
The evolutionary love story that is reality – like all love stories –includes mystery,
agony and ecstasy. All unfolds within the arch of ever-deeper configurations of intimacy.
Humanity is a key player in the Cosmo-erotic drama that is the evolution of love.
Thus the human must always inquire:
Who am I?
Who are You?
Who are We?
Every human is an irreducibly unique expression of the LoveIntelligence, LoveBeauty
and LoveDesire, that is the initiating and animating Eros and Energy of the Universe.
Evolutionary Love is that which lives in you, as you, and through you.
As such, you have an irreducibly unique perspective and an irreducibly unique taste,
like none other in the Universe. You incarnate an irreducibly unique quality and place within
a cosmic web of configurations of intimacy. Your unique quality of intimacy and your unique
perspective come together to form your Unique Self.
You are (every human is) a Unique Self participating in the Evolution of Love.
We, the species Homo Sapiens, are evolving into Homo Amor. We are becoming the
self-conscious stewards of evolutionary love on a planetary scale.
The fullest expression of humanity as Homo Amor occurs when each and every
Unique Self is able to give its Unique Gift of Evolutionary Love. Every human (and all other
beings) emanates a quality of unique being and doing whose enactment is the intention and
purpose of their life.

Every Unique Self lives in the context of evolving configurations of intimacy. We are
all part of a larger Evolutionary We-Space. The Evolution of Love in and through humanity
reaches beyond individual Unique Selves to form Unique Self Synergies.
Unique Selves can unite (beyond ego) in cooperation to create symphonic harmonies
of collective love-intelligence. These Unique Self symphonies are unions that emerge as a
natural outcome of human diversity.
Thus does the love story of the universe manifest through humanity in the form of a
Unique Self symphony - a jazz symphony in which every Unique Self improvises their own
irreducibly unique part in complex and intimate harmonies with all others.
It is in these crescendos of interconnectivity and love humanity gives birth Homo
Amor. We are becoming a new species that is conscious of its role in the love story of the
universe. Homo Amor will remake the Earth and explore the galaxy in the pursuit of
advancing the evolution of love.

